OUR VISION FOR
HOME VALUATIONS
Reshaping the valuation ecosystem for the
digital mortgage journey
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FOREWORD
During the 2010s, European
challenger banks shook up the
personal banking ecosystem.
Similarly, the 2020s will see
mortgage lenders adapting the
customer journey to meet advancing
customer demands. Convenience,
speed and reliability will be the
central areas to focus on in order to
remain relevant and competitive in
future.
For the lender the mortgage journey entails two
veriﬁcations, First, the credit risk of the customer,
second, the collateral value of the home. However,
home valuations continue to rely on manual
inspections, intuition and proprietary information from
surveyors that often simply value at realised purchase
price. This human selection and interpretation
obfuscates objective insights into the forces that
impact real estate value. As a case in point, a recent
research showed that in 95% of cases, the surveyed
value was equal to or higher than the purchase price
of the residential property, which is a clear indication
of systematic overvaluation1. The valuation process is
also long and painstaking for both the borrower and
the lender, slowing down mortgage turnaround time.

It is clear that a complex, highly repetitive task like a
home valuation is ideally suited for improvement
through big data and machine learning.
In this paper, we will discuss why, despite signiﬁcant
improvements in these ﬁelds, the valuation sector has
done little to adapt in the previous decades. We will
also debate what an ideal valuation ecosystem would
look like, and what regulatory changes would need to
be implemented to support this change.
We will argue that due to legacy systems and
processes, the valuation system will not arrive as a
one-size-ﬁts-all system. Rather, it should be
introduced as modular features, each speciﬁc to one
valuation task, which can interconnect the consecutive
stages of the mortgage journey. The need for this
modularity is due to the fact that lenders and
regulators need to go through two stages of learning.
First, they need to become conﬁdent in the power of
data and machine learning techniques to reliably
automate their valuations. Second, they need to build
these automation features into their customer journey,
at times connecting with accredited surveyors. This
implementation needs to take place in parallel or
complementary to their legacy systems to minimise
risk in the piloting phase.
We hope this paper will provide lenders with a vision
on how they can apply machine learning and
workﬂow improvements to introduce a shorter, more
reliable, more customer-centric digital mortgage
journey.

1Dutch Central Bank, 2019
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THE ISSUE WITH
RESIDENTAIL VALUATIONS
The problems with residential valuations are threefold.
Let’s look at each of these in turn.





◎

Borrower experience

Turnaround time

Accuracy of results

Increasing demand for a smoother,
digitised experience for their
ﬁnancial products

Average residential valuation for
mortgage origination takes 5-8
working days

95% of valuations are either at
purchase price or above, with
overvaluation being around 5.3%

Borrower experience
For the borrower, the valuation experience is mainly ofﬂine, and downright poor.
First, they are asked to select their own surveyor, which typically requires an online search for valuation companies,
calling one or more to check availability and give the valuation instruction. The average valuation costs €150 to €600
depending on the country, which is a signiﬁcant additional administrative expense to getting a mortgage, and tends
to be invoiced in a separate post-delivery step. Furthermore, as the property valuation is the last step in the digital
mortgage journey prior to drawdown, the average turnaround time of 5-8 days creates signiﬁcant stress and
uncertainty - “Will I get my mortgage or not?”
This process is obviously suboptimal. Borrowers are increasingly demanding a smooth, digitised experience for their
ﬁnancial products. One can imagine a situation where selecting and paying for a valuation is in-journey on the lender
website, and is as quick and effortless as ordering a taxi.
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Turnaround time
The average residential valuation for mortgage origination purposes currently takes 5-8 working days, blocking
mortgage turnaround time and new business close rates for lenders. The reason for the high turnaround time is that in
order for the mortgage lender to provide a valuation, it relies on some ﬁve parties:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Borrower: requests a valuation by telephone or email.
Third-party software: facilitates the communication between parties.
Appraisal management company (AMC): assigns a local surveyor and spot-checks their work.
Surveyor: schedules the property visit and creates a valuation report.
External data team: veriﬁes the input and output data of valuations.

The need for this complex infrastructure is driven by the legal requirement in EU countries and the US to perform
onsite valuations for origination, warranting a decentralised army of surveyors to cater to national markets.

Accuracy
Accredited surveyors are highly trained individuals and good at valuing property, which is one of the main reasons
that onsite valuation have remained the standard into the 21st century despite their inherent slowness and
operational difﬁculty.
Central bank research however shows that at mortgage origination they are susceptible to outside inﬂuence, and in
95% of valuations, submit a value at purchase price or above, with the average overvaluation being 5.3%2.
The reason is that the main stakeholders, the borrower and the lender, prefer this outcome so as not to slow down or
jeopardise the mortgage origination process. The surveyor can typically verify the realised purchase price from the
estate agent or purchase contract, therefore having the incentive and means to go with this value as a baseline.
Obviously there is a hidden risk in this situation, as collateral risk is not adequately assessed, which is the main
purpose of the valuation exercise.
The risk can be overcome by combining the objectivity of automated valuations with the quality control of an
accredited surveyor. It will allow lenders to have an additional safety ﬂag on single outliers, and to visualise which
surveyors structurally under- or overvalue properties.
We also argue that once lenders have installed such a safety mechanism and can showcase the results, central bank
regulators should respond by allowing lenders a valuation discrepancy to purchase price on both single units (for
example 10%) and on their full new mortgage loan book (for example 2.5%). This will allow borrowers and lenders to
face minimal disruption in the operational processes of mortgage drawdown, whilst having a superior risk mitigation
mechanism to current practice.

2Dutch Central Bank, 2019
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LENDING SECTOR
CHALLENGES &
OPPORTUNITIES
Challenger banks
If we were to list the main customer ﬁnance innovations of the 2010s, we’d have to place the rise of challenger banks
on top. In just a few years, the likes of Revolut, Monzo, Starling and N26 signed up customers by the millions3,
signalling a change in customer expectations for their personal ﬁnance products. Starting with saving accounts, they
advanced to offer more lucrative services such as foreign exchange, stockbroking, and personal loans. They are
struggling to ﬁnd proﬁtability however, with the average challenger banks generating just $25-35 revenue per
customer4. In future, they are likely to expand their offering to cash cow products like home mortgages. Being often
built on “open” Saas cloud banking platforms, they will look for easy-to-integrate service providers to support these
additional product offerings.

Traditional lenders
Traditional highstreet lenders still control mortgage markets. Realising the threat posed by challenger banks, they
responded by redesigning their product to be digital-ﬁrst, launching improved savings accounts apps, bill splitting
features and fully online personal loan and mortgage journeys. As a direct result of this digitalisation of services,
lenders around the globe are closing physical branches5 and cutting headcount to become leaner, digital-ﬁrst
organisations.
If we can understand the expectations of the customers that were the early adopters of challenger banks, we can
analyse what they are likely to search for in a digital mortgage product. Taking a closer look, digitally native customers
share below expectations:
- Transparency (no hidden or excessive fees)
- Ease (no lengthy, paper-based documentation, branch or phone queues)
- Accessibility (banking services wherever, whenever).
As discussed, many incumbent lenders’ valuation processes still require human interactions, long waits, physical
forms, and separate payment ﬂows, while challenger banks have been offering fully digital product journeys for nearly
a decade.

1Deloitte, 2020
2Sifted, 2020
3The economist, 2019
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Buy vs build
As much as 75% percent of lenders’ software budget is directed towards “keeping the lights on” of their legacy
systems6, creating a signiﬁcant competitive disadvantage to challenger banks, with their up-to-date cloud based
software. Typical pitfalls of building inhouse include endless maintenance of outdated code, with expensive in house
experts retaining most knowledge of the current software structure, thus keeping lenders locked into outdated
systems and inﬂated cost. Industry insiders say that a conventional bank has to make some $200-400 a year per
customer to break even, and each new account adds signiﬁcant marginal cost, due to their physical infrastructure,
bloated headcount and software cost. For a challenger bank the equivalent ﬁgure is around $50-60, and the marginal
cost of maintaining each extra account is close to zero. Established lenders responded to this threat by cutting their
high cost, where indeed the opportunities are vast. If publicly listed lenders cut cost by a third, savings would be $80
a year for every person on earth. A case in point, in 2000 the Netherlands had more bank branches per head than
America; it now has just a third as many7.
Lenders can leverage the opportunities offered by the revised payment directive by setting up “sandboxes” to quickly
test third-party services to increase customer retention and value. As such, they can move towards partnering with
third-parties to become more agile, cloud software based organisations.

6The economist, 2019
7The economist, 2019
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OUR VISION FOR A
RESIDENTIAL VALUATION
ECOSYSTEM
Prior to discussing the automation of the valuation process, it is vital to realise the challenges the lending sector has
faced during the last two decades. Due to both the size of real estate collateral and the impact of the 2008 housing
and subsequent ﬁnancial crisis, lending sector stakeholders are justiﬁably occupied with risk mitigation.
This has translated to the sector’s acceptance of existing valuation processes. While the current methods are slow
and costly, the output is by and large accurate. By accepting this tradeoff however, the valuation process has not
substantially improved in decades, despite huge advances in both automated valuation methods and online workﬂow
abilities.
In this chapter, we will discuss what an ideal valuation ecosystem for mortgage lenders will look like, focusing on
automation, workﬂow and risk mitigation improvements.

Regulation
Most improvements for lenders and ﬁntechs in the area of property valuations have come from the EU level. In 2013,
the EC introduced the public sector open data regulation8, obliging government institutions to publish non-sensitive
information for the use of businesses, unlocking a wealth of data points that can be used in valuation automation. In
2015, they introduced the revised payments directive9, in effect institutionalising the concept of open banking. This is
particularly favourable to ﬁntech companies, which can now innovate by offering new, customer-centric services to
account holders.
Importantly, in 2020 the EBA introduced regulation on the valuation of residential property10, allowing for non-site
visit (desktop) valuations11, and mandating banks to introduce statistical software to perform quality control12 on
incoming valuations. European central banks have indicated they will comply with these regulations13.
Allowing lenders to request desktop valuations when underlying data is of sufﬁcient quality is a game-changer, as
current turnaround times of over a week are driven by the surveyor needing to schedule an appointment to enter the
home. A desktop valuation can be a combination of automatically aggregated data, a degree of automated valuation,
with a same-day review by the surveyor, drastically reducing the turnaround time.
Requesting lenders to perform quality control by statistical software will meanwhile drive an opportunity for this same
platform to ﬂag any discrepancies between the system’s opinion of market value and the surveyor’s opinion, thereby
decreasing potential risk driven by human error.

8European comission, 2013
9European comission, 2015
10European Banking Authority, 2020

11European Banking Authority, 2020 (article 210)
12European Banking Authority, 2020 (article 214)
13European Banking Authority, 2020
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An ideal ecosystem
We introduced the concept of a modular valuation ecosystem to support the mortgage journey during three stages.
The below three modules can be integrated into the lender workﬂow independently from each other, and parallel to
existing methods to mitigate risk factors in the implementation and testing phase.
1.

Pre-valuation: An automated single value estimate at origination with no human intervention. This provides the
technology ﬁrm with a ‘conﬁdence level’ and the value range, allowing it to suggest the relevant valuation type.
For borrowers, it serves as a support in the offer stage of the property purchase. For lenders, it has the beneﬁt of
shorter turnaround times due to intelligent valuation type selection, and it allows them to adjust their offer to the
likely loan-to-value.

2.

Valuation: An automated single valuation at origination, reviewed and signed off by an accredited surveyor by
performing a desktop, drive-by or full visit valuation.

3.

Post-valuation: An automated portfolio value estimate for the mortgage back book, with quality control
performed by a data analyst or accredited surveyor.

Turnaround times
The pre-valuation is embedded in the online customer journey and time sensitive, so it needs to be instant. The
post-valuation is less time sensitive, as it is a quarterly or yearly routine exercise for internal and central bank
reporting of total collateral value and risk factors.
The actual origination valuation needs to be a heavily reduced turnaround time, from the current 5-8 working days to
a maximum of 1-3 working days. This can be achieved by the technology provider offering the platform as a serviced
platform, with accredited surveyors servicing each client.
In addition, quality control on both data completeness and property value can be performed by the automated
models, thereby providing two independent data sets for each valuation (one automated, one reviewed).

Intelligent valuation type selection
Such a pre-valuation module is vital, as it allows the tech company to intelligently select and trigger the appropriate
valuation type for each property based on the automated data and comparable property check in the pre-valuation
phase.
AVM:

Desktop:

Drive-by:

Full visit:

Instant

< 1 day

< 2 days

< 3 days
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DRIVING INCREMENTAL
EFFICIENCY
Introducing such a digital-ﬁrst valuation solution into the mortgage journey will pave the way for incremental
efﬁciency. Where currently all valuations are onsite visits, even for low-risk, homogeneous properties like big city
apartments, the solution will be able to intelligently pick the right valuation method depending on the conﬁdence it
has in the valuation, and the product risk tolerance. This intelligent allocation of valuation types will drastically reduce
turnaround times for many valuations, as well as increase the amount of valuations one surveyor can perform, thereby
reducing cost. The potential for innovation does not stop here, however, once the valuation journey is digitised,
additional features can be introduced. We list a few examples below.

The Uber way

The Opentable way

For properties still requiring an onsite
valuation, the system will save the valuer time
in data searching, interpretation, and report
building. Additionally, the system can
intelligently plan the routes of surveyors.

A digital-ﬁrst system with an app for
surveyors will also allow for efﬁcient time slot
picking and rescheduling (a great contributor
to valuation delays) by integrating the
communication and calendars of keyholders
(typically the sell-side estate agent) and the
surveyor, allowing for fast, ﬂexible scheduling
of valuation slots.

e.g. two separate banks, each requiring a
valuation for a property in the same street in a
rural area. The system can now optimise the
schedule of one single surveyor, performing
both valuations in consecutive time slots.

The Amazon way

The Snapchat way

Once the surveyor calendar is integrated, the
system will allow automated updates to the
borrower, who will now know exactly when
their report will arrive, reducing stress and
improving the overall customer experience.

Once the process is fully digitised, the system
could incentivise non-surveyor parties to
upload additional photographic or video
material. For example, the sell-side estate
agent or selling party could choose to do so to
avoid having to facilitate an onsite surveyor
viewing.
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SUMMARY
Borrower experience:

Currently ofﬂine, expensive, and poor communication.

Turnaround time:
Currently over a week.

Inaccuracy:

Currently an average overvaluation of 5.3%, driven by stakeholder interest to secure loans under rigid central bank
regulation.

Regulation:

EU Regulation on open data availability, open banking infrastructure and EBA automated and desktop valuations
create opportunities for lenders to digitise the valuation journey. We argue that central banks should allow for a
‘valuation discrepancy’ bandwidth on both a single home, and portfolio level to decrease artiﬁcial overvaluation, and
increase valuation accuracy.

Challenger banks:

Challenger banks have a per-customer cost of 12.5%-25% of high street banks. As they search for proﬁtability, they
are likely to use their nimble, digital-ﬁrst approach to launch mortgage products.

Traditional lenders:

Traditional lenders still control the mortgage industry. They need to reduce bloated costs by cutting headcount,
physical branches, and IT expenses. We showed that 75% percent of lenders’ software budget is directed towards
‘keeping the lights on’ of their legacy systems. Innovation is possible by introducing open banking supported, agile,
services such as the digital mortgage.

Digital valuations:

We argue for an ideal digital valuation landscape to support digital mortgages by at least three products, which can
function independently: i) An automated single value estimate at origination determining the right risk level and
valuation type, 2) An automated single valuation at origination, reviewed and signed off by an accredited surveyor,
either from desktop or onsite, and 3) An automated portfolio value estimate for the mortgage back book.

Incremental efﬁciency:

We discuss the incremental efﬁciencies possible through surveyor calendar and route optimisation, clear customer
updates, and involving external stakeholders in visual data collection.
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ABOUT GEOWOX
Geowox is a Dublin-based ﬁntech company founded in 2017, backed by Enterprise Ireland, the European
Commission, and valuation sector and tech investors. We are driving valuation innovation for lenders, integrating a
fully serviced platform into the digital mortgage journey. With Geowox, mortgage lenders can reduce turnaround time
and increase valuation accuracy, whilst improving customer satisfaction.

www.geowox.com

sales@geowox.com
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